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Move Over Moms, Male
Lawyers Are Using Flextime
Too
More widespread adoption by male attorneys of the bene t is expected to
lift all boats—helping women lawyers juggle demands and attracting
millennial attorneys less interested in working a constant grind.
By Angela Morris | Originally published on The American Lawyer (/americanlawyer) | March 28, 2018

Say the word “ extime” and most people
think of reduced hours for working
mothers. But a small, yet growing
number of male lawyers are using lighter
job schedules to strike the right work-life
balance.
More law rms in recent years have
incorporated extime policies—
especially reduced-hour schedules—to
help with attorney retention. And

Erik Lemmon, right, his wife Laura
Santerre-Lemmon, left, and their two
children.
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women, more than men, have used the policies to balance their jobs with raising kids.
But more widespread adoption by male attorneys of the bene t is expected to lift all
boats—helping women lawyers juggle demands and attracting millennial attorneys less
interested in working a constant grind.
Foley & Lardner senior counsel Christopher King of Milwaukee recently went back to a
full-time schedule after working at 90 percent reduced hours for 18 months. At the
time he started, King and his wife already had a 5-year-old and 2-year-old, with a third
baby on the way.
“We just got to a point as a family,” King recalled. “We said, ‘This is crazy. Let’s dial it
back that 10 percent and see if it’s enough.’ It was a great t both for work and for
family.”
Previously, King only knew of female colleagues working reduced hours—but that’s
something he wants to change by advocating for his rm’s reduced-hours policy.
“I think it’s one of the things people worry about there being a stigma, but most people
don’t know—particularly if you roll back to 90 percent,” he noted. “I try to have the
conversation with dads or to-be dads, because I think it’s a very important time in their
lives and children’s lives and spouse’s lives.”
One of King’s colleagues is Casey Fleming, a reduced-hours partner at Foley, who said
she’s seen the impact as more male attorneys become keen to reduced schedules.
“I wish that wasn’t the case, that, ‘Oh, the men do it,’ so it makes people more
comfortable. But it really does,” Fleming said. “This is not ‘mommy tracking.’ It’s
‘everyone has their lives.’”
Firm culture will change faster if male attorneys insist that reduced-hours schedules
are a condition of employment, said Sharon Rowen, director and producer of
“Balancing the Scales,” a 2016 documentary about women in the law.
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“If more people do it, no matter the gender, it will become a norm instead of the
exception,” said Rowen, a partner in Rowen & Klonoski in Atlanta.
When rm leaders see male and female lawyers alike on reduced hours, it helps destigmatize the idea, she said. Today, women on ex or reduced schedules end up
marginalized because many rm leaders think they’re not as committed. That could
change if more male lawyers take up reduced hours.
Like King, Erik Lemmon felt he was being stretched beyond capacity by the demands of
work and home. About a year after his second child’s birth, he was ready to leave Big
Law because he felt he wasn’t living up to his standards for being a partner to his wife
and present for his kids, who are now 8 and 5 years old. Lemmon, a Holland & Hart
associate in Denver who practices real estate law, chose to stay at the rm after a
female colleague on extime opened his eyes to his rm’s reduced-hours policy. Since
2014, he’s worked an 80 percent reduced schedule.
“I almost view it as something that saved my legal career, because I was essentially
being forced to choose between hours and hours and hours at the law rm or doing
what I wanted to do at home with my family and kids. I wasn’t going to compromise on
my kids, family and wife,” he said.
When he rst started working reduced hours, Lemmon said he thought he was the only
male lawyer who used the policy. He was annoyed to learn that other male lawyers did
it too, but kept their schedules secret. In contrast, Lemmon decided to tell his story
unabashedly.
“I have found people come out of the woodwork and ask me about it—men,” he said.
“There’s a stigma attached to it, whether you’re male or female. There needs to be
more examples out there of men doing it—still successful attorneys who do a good
job.”
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Rowen said that male lawyers of the millennial generation, who are less willing to
sacri ce family time for heavy work demands, might make the di erence in pushing
reduced-hours schedules into the mainstream.
“Being there for family is something that men have often been denied, just as women
have been denied fair access to a full career,” Rowen said.

Measuring the Trend
There’s still a long way to go before reduced-hours policies become a norm in the wider
legal profession. While many rms have written policies, lawyers don’t widely use them.
Working Mother magazine scrutinized law rms’ extime policies, including reduced
hours, when it released its 2017 list of Best Law Firms for Women
(https://www.workingmother.com/best-law- rms-for-women-2017). All 50 of the best
rms o ered reduced-hours bene ts; however, only 9 percent of employees used the
policy. Broken down by job title, 31 percent of counsel, 18 percent of sta attorneys, 7
percent of nonequity partners, 6 percent of associates and 4 percent of equity partners
were working reduced hours.
Regarding gender, women were clearly still in the majority among reduced-hours
lawyers, which included: 44 percent of female counsel and 23 percent of male counsel;
27 percent of female sta attorneys and 7 percent of male sta attorneys; 10 percent
of female associates and 2 percent of male associates; 16 percent of female nonequity
partners and 3 percent of male nonequity partners; and 11 percent of female equity
partners and 2 percent of male equity partners.
But men are catching up at some rms in the reduced-hour ranks. At Hanson Bridgett
in San Francisco, 23 percent of male nonequity partners were working reduced hours,
according to Working Mother. At Crowell & Moring, 16 percent of male associates and
18 percent of female associates worked reduced hours; it was the only rm where male
associates worked reduced hours in a rate in the double-digits.
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The reason so few lawyers today take advantage of reduced-hours bene ts is that
many law rms still view a lawyer’s availability as a proxy for commitment, explained
Deborah Rhode, a Stanford Law School professor who directs its Center on the Legal
Profession.
“They want lawyers to be there,” Rhode said. “There’s resistance to keeping people on a
leadership track who want that much exibility.”
Still, it makes good business sense for rms in the long run, Rhode said.
“It costs a lot when lawyers drop out, so law practices need to get on board and I think
those who do see they reap bene ts in higher morale,” she said, noting that higher
retention of lawyers is a main bene t to rms. “Doing a better job at this is critical to
level the playing eld for women.”
Some law rms have done a better job at incorporating reduced-hours schedules in
their cultures.
“I didn’t worry about it impacting my trajectory,” said Fleming, the Foley & Lardner
equity partner. Even though she went on a 90 percent schedule in 2013, she still earned
promotions right on time. “Junior attorneys watch people above them like hawks, and
when it happens—they see people succeeding—it makes people more comfortable.”
Under most reduced-hours policies, lawyers can choose to take on anywhere between
60 to 90 percent of a full-time lawyer’s annual billable-hour requirement. Many
reduced-hours lawyers still work in the o ce Monday through Friday, often for normal
business hours. Others might consistently take o one or two days a week. But
reduced-hours lawyers say that their schedule relieves the pressure of having to make
up their billable hours in situations where they leave work early to attend their kids’
school events, drive a child to the doctor, take o to care for a sick baby, or attend to
other family needs.
That exibility has boosted Fleming’s personal morale, she said.
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“I regularly read at my kid’s school on Fridays. My son just had a Japan unit at school,
and I was able to go participate in that. It really is the day-to-day things,” Fleming said.

Downsides of Fewer Hours
While reduced-hours attorneys sing praises about their ability to be present with their
families and free of billable hour worries, there are downsides too.
A lawyer’s compensation is pro-rated according to the percentage of his or her extime.
Also, being on extime can delay partnership, because it takes longer to develop the
skills and register the experiences that the rm is looking for in partners, said Andrew
Giacomini, managing partner in Hanson Bridgett in San Francisco.
Reduced-hours lawyers can still attain partnership—albeit more slowly, he said.
“If they know ultimately they can be successful and have a career at the company, then
they stick to it,” Giacomini said.

Angela Morris is a freelance journalist. Follow her on Twitter at @AMorrisReports
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